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GEOLOGY OF A KYANITE DEPOSIT
NEAR ENNIS, MONTANA

by
Clarence L. Nordstrom

INTRODUCTION
A deposit of kyanite, an alumimun silicate mineral used in the
ceramic industry, occurs in the low foothills of the Gravelly Range
about 10 miles south of Ennis, Montana.

Because its extent and con-

centration suggested commercial possibilities, the writer undertook
a geologic investigation of this deposit as a partial fulfillment of
the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Geological
Engineering at Montana School of lklnes. lbis study deals primarily
with the character and origin of the deposit, and its relationship
to the surrounding rocks.
Previous to this paper nothing concerning this particular deposit of kyanite has appeared in literature, except a brief mention
of the fact that there is such a deposit, although it is understood
that investigations have been made by others.

It is, therefore, the

writer's intention to proffer some broad generalizations concerning
the probable origin, and the economic possibilities of the deposit
as a whole.

Because of the limited time spent on the problem, and

the inclement weather during the winter of 1946-1947 which interfered
with field work, it is realized that not all the an~vers can be advanced at this time.
Field work vms carried out during the ear~
-1-

months of 1947,

with the ~id of open sight alidade, plane table, Brunton compass, and
pacing.

Laboratory work involved the making and studying of thin

sections, employing the petrographic microscope, and eA~eriments in
the preparation of the kyanite for beneficiation to produce an economic product.
To those who gave of their invaluable time and efforts to carry
out the necessary field work, e:s.peciallyH. J. Roletto and E. M. Gilmore, the writer extends his most sincere thanks.

In

particular, the

writer wishes to acknowledge the advice and suggestion of Dr. E. S.
Perry regarding the overall problem; of Dr. E. W. Heinrich while malcing the petrographic studies; and of Prof. Donald McGlashan and l/ir.
Kelso D. Lynn while carrying out the mineral dressing experiments.

GEOGRAPHY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY

The particular area discussed in this paper is near Ennis,
1-ontana in fu.disonCounty, and more specifically it lies in Sec. 6,

T. 8 S., R. 1 W.

This places it roughly 10 miles south of Ennis and

about 3 miles west of the Madison River in the eastern foothills of
the northern end of the Gravelly Mountain Range.
Except during the most severe periods of winter the area is
readil

accessible at all times.

One can travel to a point about 10

miles south of Ennis over an oil-surfaced state highway.

Turning west

at this point, a secondary dirt road leads to the kyanite deposit a
proximately

4 miles

to the west of the highi~y.

The nearest railroad terminal, a spur of the Northern

acific

Railroad, is at Norris, !bntana a distance of 30 miles from the deposit.

This terminal would serve as a shipping and receiving point

-2-

for any operations in connection with the kyam.t e deposit.

The in-

tervening distance of 30 miles between Norris and the area under consideration would necessarily require a trucking operation •
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MAP
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Topographic features of the area are of a rather subdued nature, as it lies in the low foothills of the Gravelly P~ge
western edge of the WJadison valley benchland.

and on the

The maximum relief in

the vicinity of the deposit is approximately 200 to 300 feet above
the valley floor, the elevation of which is 4965 feet.

(See pl. 2, p. 7)

Vegetation is composed chiefly of range grass, sagebrush and a
few scrub cedar and pine trees in the area of the deposit.

The bottom

land of the valley offers good soil for farming and grazing which are
the main occupations in the district.
The climate is of a semiarid mature with a temperature range
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of approximately 1400F from a IDAXimum of 1000F during the summer to a
minimum of -40°F-during the winter.

Precipitation according to the

weather bureau statistics averages 10 to 15 inches.

During the winter

months, the snow is intermittant and the writer did not find it to be
too serious a handicap ¥ffiilecarrying out the field work.

GENERAL GEOLOGY
Cherry Creek Series
The general geology of the area, in which the deposit of l~anite occurs, deals essentially with the Cherry Creek series of metamorphosed sediments.

(See pl. 1, p. 5)

This series of rocks was

first studied by Peale in 1896 in the vicinity of Cherry Creek about

:5 miles south 'of the kyanite deposit, where they were very well exposed.

He considered these rocks to be Algonkian in age.

(Ref: 1, p. 30)

The type Cherry Creek section consists of quartz-feldspar
gneiss, quartz-mica schist, crystalline limestone, quartzite, and
hornblende-biotite schist.
Tansley, Schafer, and Hart considered the Cherry Creek series
to be composed of several lithologic units; a lower division made up
largely of garnetiferous schists and gneisses; a middle,divi'sion,
dominantly limestone with varying amounts of quartzite and mica
;'

schists; and an upper division, composed chiefly of feldspar-quartz
gneiss and quartz-mica schists.

(Ref: 2, p. 30)

In accordance \T.Lth

this breakdown, the writer would conclude that the kyanite deposit is
associated with the lower and middle units.
The crystalline limestone forms a relatively conspicuous exposure, because of its light reddish-brown color and peculiar sheen,

-4-
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and because it is a ridge former due to its resistance to weathering.
On

a fresh surface it ranges from pure white or cream to dark gray.

Locally the limestone unit contains several horizons of dark brownishred limestone which has been intensely altered and leached.

The dark

coloring is apparently due to the presence of small amounts of iron
and maganese oxides distributed throughout it.

These zones are rough-

ly parallel to the bedding but irregular in shape and size.

Accord-

ing to Tansely and Schafer, much of the Cherry Creek limestone contains tiny flakes of graphite scattered throughout it, but this association was not noted

by

the writer.

The mica schist appears light gray on a weathered surface.

It

is composed primarily of biotite, quartz, and in some horizons garnets with small amounts of feldspars and hornblende.

The kyanite is

associated vdth this schist in the form of disseminated crystals, but
this association is not a general one throughout the whole of the m1caschist horizon.

The garnet content ranges from a few scattered grains

in some places to a high content in other places.

~eathering of the

schist with high garnet content produces a reddish-brovm color.
The gneisses are buff-weathering rocks, massive and resistant,
and forming prominant outcrops.
defined banding.

They are granular rocks with well

Examinations of these rocks showed that they are

composed of quartz, biotite, and feldspars with varying amounts of
hornblende and garnet.

aleozoic Formations
To the west, the Cherry Creek series are unconformably overlain by

aleozoic sediments.

(See pl. 2, p. 7) These formations are

essentially dense or crystalline limestone, but at the top and bottom
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Plate 2
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overlying

the Cherry Creek Series (Cc) at the western border of the kyanite deposit.

Note massive ledges of l:eagher Limestone

The formations

are dipping about 200 west.

(Ir).

Plate 2
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~re alternating beds of sandstone (or quartzite) and shale.

Not all

r;

formations of the Paleozoic type section are present at the site of
the unconformity in the area mapped,

being represented only up to and

including the Meagher formation of upper Cambrian age.
The Flathead quartzite, basal member of the series, is rather
thin in this area, perhaps
outcrop.

75

feet thick, yet it stands out as a bold

The rock is pink quartzite with a sugary texture.

The Wol-

sey shale is greenish, thin bedded, and fissile at the base.

~Vorm

trails are abundant and quite characteristic of this member.

Its

total thickness is in the order of 300 feet.

The Meagher limestone

lies above the shale and is the most conspicuous member of this particular group of Paleozoic formations.

It is a mottled dark and light

gray dolomitic limestone with characteristic orange colored banding.
It is commonly referred to as Montana "Black and Gold" limestone.
Total thickness is about 500 feet.

Cenozoic strata
To the east, the Cherry Creek series is bordered by Cenozoic
strata, which are composed of lake beds, alluvial fan material, steam
gravel and sand, and glacial debris.

No attempt will be made to

further differentiate between these strata in this report.

The.yform

the low benchland which borders the foot of the mOtmtains in the l~dison valley.

Igneous Rocks
Intruded into the Cherry Creek series are two types of pegmatites (1) one composed largely of milky-white quartz; and (2) a feld-
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spathic type.
mapped.

Several outcrops of both types

vrer'e

noted in the area

The quartz pegmatites are conspicuous with massive white out-

crops, and the feldspathic type show as grayish-white, slightly weathered outcrops.

Not attempt was made to seriously study the feldspathic

pegmatites, as they appeared to have no direct bearing on the kyanite
deposit.
The quartz pegmatites are composed primarily of massive white
quartz with winor amounts of feldspar, kyanite, muscovite, tourmaline,
and graphite.

A few books of good ruby mica, ranging up to 3 and 4

inches in diameter, were found, but they were not present in great
enough quantities to warrant investigation.

(See pl. 3, p. 10)

The

feldspathic pegmatites are essentially feldspar and quartz, with lesser amounts of massive sericite, and small books of muscovite.

Some

of these pegmatites 'showed zoning, having a quartz core with associated tourmaline, and surrounded by feldspars which were cut by stringers of quartz radiating out from the core.

Geologic Structure

\.

Orogenic activity involving the Cherry Creek series has been
intense, and as a consequence the beds have been thoroughly folded,
crumpled, tilted, and faulted.

Mapping of the kyarri.t.e
area did not

show this too well, but that is probably due to the fact that the map
did not L~clude a large enough area.

There is a suggestion, however,

that the beds were first folded and later tilted up to form steeply
pitching folds.

The vrriter hesitates to make any definite statement

as to the structure, be ond the

eneral attitude of the beds, on the

basis of the meager evidence on hand.

-9-

The bedding trends generally

Plate 3

PHOTOGRAPHS

A.

OF HAND SfECllv1ANS

Specimans of ruby mica from quartz pe matites.

Note

IIAII

structure in upper-left hand corner.

B. 1~ssive cross-bladed kyanite embedded in milky quartz.

C. A few large crystals of kyanite from quartz pegmatites, and
kyanite embedded in quartz natrix.

Note cross-bladed effect

shown by CDTstal on the left side of picture.

Plate 3
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B.
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from east to west, and the average dip is about 550 south.
Although the Paleozoic formations have been involved in the
Rocky Mountain deformation, they do not appear to have been seriously
affected in this area.

Beds of these formations have a rather lmv dip

of about 200 west, and strike from north to south.

KYA.NITE, CHARACTERISTICS,

ORIGIN,

~ ND OCCURRENCE

Kyanite, andalusite, and sillimanite (all A12Si0.5) are three
aluminum silicates having an A1203:Si02 ratio of 1:1, but differing
in crystallization.

(Ref: 3, p. 30)

Kyanite is triclinic, while

andalusite and sillimanite are orthorhombic, although structurally
different.

Dumortierite, a basic aluminum borosilicate is closely re-

lated in thermal behavior to these three aluminum silicates.

The four

minerals are converted above 1.54.5°cto an artificial product having
the composition of 3A1203·2Si02 and vitreous silica.

This aluminum

silicate is generally referred to under the name mullite, because of
the agreement \vith the rare mineral of that name.

The vitreous silica

is thought to be cristabolite.
The thermal properties of kyanite, andalusite, sillimanite, and '
dumortierite

are of primary importance in determining their usefulness

in industry.

The utilization of all these minerals depends upon the

inherent properties of mullite and the type of mullite crystals produced by calcination. ' Mullite is heat resistant, is a good insulator
even at high temperatures, and is resistant to shock.

It remains

stable to a temperature of 18100C. Above this temperature it does not
break down completely, but changes to corundum and liquid.
Tvro

hardnesses are exhibited by the mineral lcyanite, 5 parallel
-11-

and 7 at right angles to this direc-

to the length of the crystals,
tion.

The specific gravity granges from 3.56 to 3.66.

ous to pearly luster.

It has a vitre-

The color is usually blue, often of a darker

shade toward the center of the crystal.. Also, in some cases , it is
white, gray, or green.

The color may be in irregular

streaks and

patches.
Kyanite is a common mineral

in areas of metamorphic

occurs (1) in gned.ss or schist in disseminated

mineral

dikes; (3) irregularly

as lenses in pegmatite

quartz veins or quartzitic masses;
of kyarri.t,e
gneiss.h

weathering
minerals

is quartz.

the deposits

crystals

occurrences

(2)

clay formed by
associated

commercially

are

in gneiss and schist.

the kyanite in

veins, and the kyanite in the quartzitic

little commercial

The

through

One of the most frequently

The small scattered lenses found in pegmatites,
the gold-quartz

crystals;

distributed

and (4) in residual

The most important

of disseminated

rocks.

masses are of

importance.

Kyanite in gneiss and schist is thought to be formed under great
pressure

and high temperature

metamorphism

of aluminous

of certain deposits,

matic influence.
unmodified
accompanied
tions.

4.

The association

Difference

in the immediate

under such circumstances

influence

of confined

Econ. Geol., Vol. 27, 1932.

igneous emana-

"nth the kyanite is

J. L., Oyanite Deposits
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to separate

from dynamo thermal metamorphism

of beryl and tourmaline

See for example--Stuckey,

series.

and is cited as evidence against mag-

metamorphism

by the penetrating

Carolina.

absence of intrusives

It is difficult

qynamothermal

rocks as a result of

members of a stratified

of opinion exists concerning
vicinity

in the crystalline

of

orth

an indication of pneumatolytic activity.
Kyanite occurs in commercial quantities in the United States
in North Carolina, Virginia, and Georgia.

Noncommercial localities

or localities not yet developed, have been reported in Maryland,
Pennsylvania, v~oming, Washington and California and in numerous places
in the states alreaqy mentioned.

Outside of the United States, kyanite

occurs in many parts of the world in small amounts.

The deposits of

India are of chief importance commercially.

GEOLOGY OF 11IT~ISKYANITE DEPOSIT
Investigations of this particular deposit of kyanite shows that
it occurs essentially in two ways in the Cherry Creek series (1) as
small crystals disseminated throughout a mica-schist horizon; and (2)
~s massive cross-bladed crystals in pegmatitic quartz.

Surface expo-

sures indicate that the disseminated crystals in the schist are relatively the more important part of the deposit, comprising approximately

95 per

cent of it.

over a large area.

It is of a rather low grade, however it is present
The massive cross-bladed type associated '.~ththe

quartz carries a much higher kyanite content, but is res ric ted in
areal extent.

Vfuether the general surface picture is indicative of

what may be expected ,vith depth, or whether the deposit exists at all
with depth cannot definitely be determined at present due to a lack of
any development or exploratory work.

Kyanite in Schist
Exposures of schist with disseminated kyanite crJstals can be
traced in a fragmentary vmy for approximately

-13-

4500

feet, from the allu-

vial cover at the eastern border of the Cherry Creek series to the
point where the series are unconformably overlain by the Cambrian
formations.

No general statement as to the average width of this kya-

nite-bearing schist can be made at this time, as it appears to differ
,vithin wide limits from a few feet up to a few hundreds of feet.
The association of the schist and quartz pegmatite seems to
bear a definite relationship with regard to the concentration of kyanite crystals.

(See pl. 6, p. 3e)

In the immediate vicinity of a

contact, one can readily ascertain that the concentration of kyanite
is greatest at this point.

Traveling outward from the point of con-

tact, there appears to be a gradual decreasing of this concentration
to the point where the l~anite becomes a minor constituent of the
schist, or even to the point where it is apparently absent alto ether.
At the far western end of the deposit this general association
appears to be lacking, however, as there are no good surface exposures
of quartz cutting the kyanite-bearing schist horizon.

A few pieces

of quartz were found, and it was inferred that there is an intrusive
quartz body beneath the schist which was not exposed due to the lack
of adequate erosion.

The l~anite content in this particular part of

the deposit appeared to be greater than in any other sectiop with respect to the schist.
The kyanite is present in the schist in the form of disseminated crystals which range in size from minute blades up to a maximum of one-half inch in length.

The arrangment of these blades is in

a haphazard pattern with no apparent schistosity or foliation control.

In some places weatherin

of the kyanite schist has somewhat

liberated the disseminated crystals and caused
centration in the soils.

a

slight residual con-

This effect is of little consequence, how-
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ever, when the deposit as a whole is considered.
Although the same schist horizon, which is intruded by the
quartz pegmatite with the resulting kyanite association, is also L~truded in places by the feldspathic type pegmatite there appears to
be no relationship of it to the kyanite disseminated in the schist.
Unlike the quartz-kyanite schist association, there is no such apparent
association with regard to the feldspathic pegmatite.

It would seem,

therefore, that the intrusion of this type pegmatite had no bearing
whatsoever on the presence of the kyanite in the schist.

It did, how-

ever, seem to bear a relation to some manganese deposits of pyrolusite
which were noted in the area.

{here it was intruded into the altered

limestone containing iron and manganese oxides, there appeared to be
a reaction which resulted in a concentration of the manganese.

Kyanite Associated with Quartz Pegmatite
That there is a relationship between the quartz pegmatite and
the mica-schist horizon with respect to the occurrence of kyanite, is
quite in evidence when all the outcrops of quartz are taken into consideration.

(See pl. 6, p. 32)

Examinations showed that where the

quartz vms intruded into the other members of the Cherry Creek series
there appeared to be an absence of kyanite.
The occurrences of the kyanite crystals in the quartz is in
general confined strictly to the contact between the q~rtz
schist.

and mica

That is, crystals of kyanite are embedded in the quartz at

the point of contact, and in places it extended for approximately a
foot into the quartz body.

Observations of this type of deposit also

pointed to the fact that the occurrences of the kyanite ydthin the
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quartz were confined more or less to the footwall side of the intrusive. Along the hanging wall side at the immediate point of contact
there was a slight association of the ~anite

and quartz, but the ~a-

nite did not extend deeply into the quartz boqy as was the case along
the f'ootwa.Ll, side.
There is a much greater concentration of ~anite

where it oc-

curs in the quartz than in the schist, but it is confined locally to
a few outcrops.

It is in the form of massive cross-bladed crystals

some of which are 2 and 3 inches in length and up to 1 inch in width.
(See pl. 3, p. 10)

The cross-bladed structure and blue-gray to blue

color of the kyanite produces a rather beautiful effect against the
white background of quartz.

The crystals are not of gem quality.

Petrography
Preliminary investigations lead to the conclusion that only
two rock types have a direct bearing on the occurrence

0$

the kyanf.t.e
,

These are (1) the mica schist in iVhich are disseminations of kyanite;
and (2) the quartz pegmatites in 'which occurs the massive type ~anite.

The limestones, feldspathic pegmatites, and other rock types

apparent~

have no direct associations with the kyanite, and there-

fore will not be included in this discussion.
Mica Schist.

Microscopic examinations of thin sections show that the

schist is a medi~grained

even-textured rock.

(See pl.

4,

p. 17)

The

approximate relative percentages of the mineral constituents are biotite (30%), quartz (20~~),orthoclase (10%), plagioclase (15~),garnet

(5% to

10%), ~anite

and sillimanite

(5% to 7%),

and accessory minerals

(10%). This is a general average from observations of several speci-
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Plate

4

PHOTO ,1~CROGRAPHS OF EICA
X NICOLS

A.

Tvdnned crystal of ~anite

X

SCHIST

18

(K) surrounded by muscovite (M),

biotite (B), quartz (Q) and feldspar (F), ~Janite replacing
biotite, quartz, and feldspar.

B. A large crystal of garnet (Black) vrith minor inclusions of
quartz, biotite, feldspar, and aCgessory minerals surrounded
by muscovite (11),plagioclase (p), orthoclase (0), and
biotite (B). .

Plate 4

A.

..

. t

I

~

B.
PHOTOUICROGRAPHS OF MICA SCHIST

mans collected throughout the schist horizon.
Some of the kyanite is irregular in outline, and contains inclusion of the other

schist constituents.

The plagioclase feldspars

in the schist range from albite through bytownite, but in general are
pro dominantly soda-rich.

The garnets are of the variety pyrope ,nth

inclusions of quartz, feldspars, biotite and accessory minerals.

The

accessory minerals are mainly tourmaline, hOTI1blende and magnetite.
Massive Kyanite-bearing Quartz.

Study of thin sections of the kya-

nite-bearing quartz showed that it is a massive coarse-grained rock.
(See pl.

5,

p. 19) The principal constituents of the average rock

are kyanite (30%), sillimanite (30%), quartz (25%), feldspars (10%),
and accessory minerals graphite, tourmaline and magnetite less than

(5%); although of course the amount of these minerals differs between
wide ranges.
The kyanite occurs as broad elongate plates displaying good
parallel cleavage and cross partings.

The sillimanite is in the form

of slender prismatic crystals and felted masses of fibers.

Paragenesis
Sections from the kyanite-bearing schist show ~~covite,

gar-

net, kyanite, sillimanite, and chlorite, as secondary or later minerals.
The minera s garnet, kyanite, and muscovite are closely related, and
apparently have been formed by replacement of the older minerals.

Mus-

covite was formed first, as it is replaced by garnet and kyanite.

The

relation of the garnet and kyanite was not definitely determined.

The

sillimanite replaces the kyanite, but there was no evidence of it replacing garnet.

Apparently, chlorite was formed last.
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Plate 5

PHOTO¥.uCROGR~PHSOF KYANITE-3&~RnIG QUARTZ
X NICOLS

A.

X 18

Crystals of kyanite (K) replacing quartz (Q) and orthoclase
(0).

lfuitespots in kyanite are inclusions of quartz and

feldspar.

Note parellel cleavage and cross partings ~hown

by the ~Janite.

B.

Kyanite (K) being replaced by sillimanite (S). The kyanite
contains inclusions of quartz (Q). Note fibrous structure
of the sillimanite.

Plate 5

A.

B.
PHOTOFICROGRO\PHS OF KYANIT

BEARING OUARTZ

Sections of the pegmatite dike rocks show that the quartz and
feldspars are the primary minerals, and that the ~anite,

sillimanite,

tourmaline, graphite, muscovite, and magnetite are secondary.

Mus-

covite a~parently replaces the quartz and feldspar, and was followed
by development of the tourmaline and magnetite.

The kyanite also re-

places the primary minerals, and it is assumed that it is later than
the tourmaline and magnetite; but its relation to them was not appar,ent.

Sillimanite replaces the kyanite •. Graphite was observed to be

replacing all the above minerals and it is assumed that it came last
in the order of deposition.

I

ORIGIN

OF THE KYANITE

The orIgdn of all kyanite is not definitely known, but according to literature, which the writer studied as a preliminary to the
undertaking of this particular thesis, it may originate in several
different ways.

Exact explanation of individual deposits may be con-

troversial, and there seems to be an element of doubt in the minds of
some geologists as to validity of some of the theories advocated.

It

is quite apparent that there is need of further stuqy to correlate all
the facts concerning the various deposits before a generalized theory
can be advanced.

The writer is prone to conclude that the Ennis de-

posit may well have originated in one of three ways (1) as a metamorphic mineral due to regional metamorphism; (2) as a recrystallization
of other aluminous minerals alrea~y present to form the kyanite; or
(J) as the result of hydrot.herrnail.
solutions permeating through the

mica schist horizon.

These three possibilities will be taken up in

order, and an attempt will be ~de

to present arguments for each, and
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to then arrive at the most logical conclusion

A Metamorphic

as to the probable

origin.

Qrigin

The term regional metamorphism

is rather ambiguous

in that it

leaves open the question whether the metamorphism

is the result of

igneous influences,

temperature,

or was produced by geothermal

dynamic forcus, or Qy other causes.

It is now generally

or by

concluded

for the most part it is one of the effects of folding and crowding
gether of strata during a mountain-making

revolution.

That the Cherry Creek series has undergone
of mountain-making

is a foregone

folded and crumpled
morphism

(Ref:

The presence

conclusion,

Thus, regional

give rise to the kyanite associated
sillimanite

theory of such an origin for the l~anite, as
are considered

p. 30)

as they have been highly

during periods of orogeny_

of the minerals

to-

such a period or periods

has left its effect on this series of rocks.

did this phenomenon

5,

that

meta-

The question

is,

with the series?

and garnet support the

both of these minerals

to result from the effects of regional metamorphism.

Garnet may originate

in other ways, but sillimanite

for~ed almost vdthout
On the negative

exception

as a stress mineral.

side of this question,

ments can be advanced to disfavor

however,

such an origin.

of vn1ich would be, the general association
with the kyanite.

is supposedly

This relationship
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The most important

of the quartz pegmatites

indicates that the pegmatitic

action had a rather definite influence
it.

several argu-

on the formation

of the depos-

Recrystallization

"OrigLD

This theory holds that the schists were argillaceous
rich in alUlI1ina,and that the aluminous
from the resorting

of this material

tions that permeated
the pneumatolytic
features

silicates resulted merely

under the influence

of the solu-

(Ref: 6, p. 30)

through the rocks.

minerals,

shales

such as tourmaline,

Also, that

are merely attendant

Of the deposits, and that the kyanite and sillimanite were

independent

of them and the factors

that gave rise to them.

case, it vrould mean that solutions
pegmatites,

permeating

the alumina-rich

In this

given off by the intrusion

of the

through the schist caused a redistribution

minerals;

as the biotites

and feldspars,

of

to form the

kyanite.
On the basis of evidence obtained during the stuQy of the deposit, it is rather doubtful whether
mina-rich
adequately

minerals

caused the formation

although

highly improbable,

pegmatites

zones.

that such an occurrence

It is

·were selectively

The occurrence

Some geologists

is due to absorption

the

that there could

in-

of the kyanite vvithin

is likffivisenot satisfactorily

the theolJr of recrystallization.

It does not

than others.

however, that the pegmatites

truded into these richer
the quartzitic

materials

of the alu-

schist surrounding

it is quite conceivable

have been zones richer in aluminous

o

of the kyanite.

explain the halo of kyanite-rich

quartz pegmatites,

zation.

a recrystallization

explained by

are of the opinion

of schists and to hybridi-

This theory, when apDlied to the Ennis deposit, does not ap-

pear to be a 10 ical conclusion,
kyanite is apparently

because

of the fact that the massive

found only along the footwall

matites.
-22-

side of the peg-

Hydrothermal Origin
The definite association of the quartz pegmatites and kyanite
immediate~y suggests that the kyanite had its origin in the hydrothermal solutions which accompanied or followed the intrusion of the pegmatites.

Applying this line of reasoning, the writer concludes that

the kyanite was formed by the metasomatic replacement of the coarsely
crystalline schists and pegmatite c.li.kes
by means of hydrot.herma'Lsolutions.
The evidence upon which this conclusion is based is as follows:
(1) the gradational contacts between the kyanite bodies and the country
rock; (2) irregular distribution of the kyanite t~~ough the mass of
schist; ·(3) occurrence of kyanite in rocks of widely differing co~
position such as gneisses and schists and pegmatite dikes; and (4)
microscopic evidence of replacement.
From the general stu~

of the deposit, and from petrographic

studies, the follo·wing order of events is deduced:
1.

lffetamorphismof the original rocks (the Cherry Creek

series) to quartzites, gneisses, schists and crystalline limestones.
2. A period of igneous activity during vIhich the pegmatite
dikes were formed.
3.

Formation of muscovite, biotite, tourmaline, and kyanite

by replacement of older minerals in the pegmatites.

4.

Development of muscovite, garnet, and kyanite by replace-

ment of older minerals in the schistose rocks by hydrothermal solutions
of pegmatitic origin.

5.

Development of sillimanite by replacement of kyanite,

biotite, and muscovite.

Graphite may have been formed at this time

or slightly later.
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On the basis of the foregoing

suppositions,

it is assumed that

the kyanite deposits were formed by heated solutions acting in localized areas, and not by dynamic metamorphism.

Age of the Kyanite
The presence

of the Paleozoic

sediments

Creek series afforded the writer an opportunity
relative

age of the deposits,

matites intruded

the Cherry

of determining

Qy simply noting whether

the

or not the peg-

into the Cherry Creek rocks were also intruded into

the Paleozoic rocks.

A general reconnaissance

veal a single instance of the pegmatites
overlying

overlying

Paleozoic

formations.

If this conclusion

is correct,

having been intruded into the

(See Fig. 2)

tites, and likewise the associated

of nhe area did not're-

Therefore,

the pegma-

kyanite, are pre-Cambrian

in age.

it follows that the parent magma which

gave rise to the pegrnatites was not the Tobacco Root batholith
is late Mesozoic

in age.

-----_---

__

Co rn lc r io n

\

,1

\

'\'

'v
~

Diaql(Ymmofic

Relations

Ske fch Showing
of ?eq_mafife
Fig, 2
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Dikes

Age

---1

which

ECONOMIC i?EATURES
History
The exact date of discovery
it is entirely probable

that Peale noted it while making a survey of

the Three Forks quadrangle
it.

in the 1890's, although he did not mention

A search of the literature

. revealed

that the f·irst mention

ner published

in 1928.

of the deposit is not known, but

in the Montana School of Mines library
of it occurred in an article by Run-

(Ref: 7, p. 30)

From a personal

tion with a Mr. Vetter 'of Ennis, Montana,
operating

of the deposit,

none of the findings were ever published.

Exploration
nil.

it was learned that several

companies have carried out investigations

but apparently

communica-

and prospecting

of the area has been practically

Several small pits have been dug, but they seem to have been

concerned mainly with the necessary
taining to a wineral claim.

discovery

It is quite

and assessment

apparent

work per-

that no serious ef-

fort has been made to either work the deposit, or to determine its
exact extent.

Size and Grade of Deposit
Due to the lack of exploratory
is at present unknown.
face indications

A general approximation

is not too practical,

products \Vhich are quite effective
schist horizon.

work, the extent of the deposit

As previously

because

of its size from surof localized

erosion

in covering parts of the kyanite-

mentioned

it can be traced in a frag-

mentary ,"faYfor nearly a mile in length, with the wi.dt.hvarying from
a few feet up to a few hundred feet.
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Since the schist stands at a

steep angle, it may be assumed that the kyanite extends to considerable depth.
The grade of the deposit is also a variable
form of disseminations

in the mica schist there seems to be a zoning

with regard to the kyanite content.
pegmatite,

Around the margins of the quartz

this content may be as high as 20 per cent, and outward

from the contact this figure decreases
may even be nil.
vvriter concludes

As

to less than I per cent, or it

an average for the entire schist horizon, the

that the kyanite constitutes

to 7 per cent of the schist.

approximately

The massive cross-bladed

ciated with the quartz ranges up to

So

fore believed not to be a significant
Because of the presence
it was impossible

6 per cent

kyanite asso-

per cent or 60 per cent, but

it is confined in areal extent to but a few outcrops,

necessary

In the

feature.

and is there-

part of the deposit.

of other aluminous

minerals

in the rock

to assay it by means of a chemical analysis.

to resort to the laborious

under the binocular

microscope,

the kyanite-bearing

rock.

It v~s

process of mineral grain counts,

in order to determine the tenor of

This was accomplished

by sinking the kyanite

and garnet in a liquid of 2496 specific gravity in order to dispose of
the lighter gangue minerals,

and then making the grain count on the

concentrated

By doing this, the counting vms made less

laborious,

sink material.

and at the same time lessened the chance for error.

against the process v~s made by weighing
of the sink, separating
and then weighing
sample.

out a representative

A check
sample

the kyanite from the garnet by hand sorting,

to determine

the per cent of kyanite in such a

The results were fairly close.
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Beneficiation
To meet the specifications
kyanite,

it would be necessary

undesired

minerals,

to beneficiate

of a good concentrate

of kyanite.

is that it con-

less than I per cent Fe203.
In order to determine

treating the kyanite-gearing
were performed

the best and most economical means of
rock, several preliminary

in.the Mineral Dressing

Laboratories.

cluded tabling on the Wifley table, several flotation
ious combinations
media.

buyer of

the rock to eliminate

and to produce a clean concentrate

One of the major requirements
tain

demanded by the industri?l

of reagents,

and sink-float

experiments
These tests intests using var-

employing a heavy liquid

The best overall results were obtained during the sink-float

tests, which produced a clean con~entrate
separation

of these two minerals

of kyanite and garnet.

did not prove too successful,

The

al-

though it might have been done magnetically.
While no conclusive

results were obtained from the mineral

dressing tests, this fact does not deter from the possibility
cessfully

concentrating

the kyanite.

The work done was very prelimi-

nary and "vas far from being an exhaustive
methods for successfully

treating

of suc-

and complete

stuOy.

similar kyanite-bearing

Several

schists oc-

curring in Georgia and North Carolina have been worked out, and there
seems to be little doubt that similiar methods can be employed to
treat the Ennis kyanite schist.
air tables, magnetic
rator, subjecting
of these methods.

separation

These include flotation,
by use of high intensity

the rock to an electrostatic
It was impossible

of these lines in the laboratory

tabling
magnetic

on
sepa-

charge, or a combination

to conduct experiments

along some

due to the lack of equipment and time.
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Future of the Deposit

."
The Yrriter is reluctant

to make any predictions

as to the fu-

ture of the deposit based on the present knowledge 1vith regard to the
extent of the deposit and average tenor of the rock.
quotations

for imported high grade kyanite concentrate

$85.00 and ~95.00 per ton.
quotations,

(Ref: 8, p. 30)

it would be highly desirable

extent and grade of the deposit,
lative to the processing

range between

On the basis of these

to determine more exactly the

and to make a comprehensive

of the raw material

It would also be desirable

study re-

from the kyanite-bearing

schist before arriving at any definite conclusions
nomic worth.

Ourrent market

regarding

to make a comparison

its ecoof the

-

quality of the ~ranite to that of the foreign product which commands
the above mentioned
vestigations

prices

:in this country.

When and if these in- 4'

are carried out, it is quite probable

will justify the development

that the results

of the deposit in the near future.

Oonclusions
No definite conclusion,

regarding

average tenor of the kyanite-bearing

the size of the deposit or the

rock, can be reached at this time,

beyond that much kyanite is in sight, that it occurs in both pegmatite
and schist, and that the average percentage

of kyanite visible ranges

from perhaps 7 per cent downwards.
It is believed
importance

regarding

that the quartzitic

the origin af the kyanite.

to localize the kyanite-bearing
These solutions

pegmatites

They apparently

solutions given off b

reacted to replace

are of primary
served

the parent magma.

some of the minerals within the peg-

matite forming the massive-cross-bladed

-28-

kyanite, and at the same time

·

,

percolated
replacement

out into the schists and gneisses to cause a metasomatic
in a disseminated

resulting

the pegmatitic

type of deposit surrounding

masses.

Before tonnage and grade of the deposit as a whole can be determined accurately,

it will be necessary

means of trenches , pits and shallow

to open up the deposit by

shafts.
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